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About This Content

Return to Antaloor in a brand-new, three-map multiplayer adventure that bridges the events of "Two Worlds II" and
"Call of the Tenebrae"!

Even in the darkness that has enshrouded Antaloor, old friendships burn brightly! When Doctor Lavarius, your old friend from
Veneficus University in New Ashos sends you an unexpected letter asking for help, you quickly rush to his aid... and the riches

that usually follow his schemes!

It seems that the good Doctor has learned of some curiously abandoned structures located deep in the forgotten Eastern Regions.
Local legends claim that they were built by the Tenebrae, the cursed order of vile monks who once mercilessly ruled Antaloor

with an iron fist.
The legends also say that no human has entered these structures since the Order perished centuries ago... and that a great source

of ancient evil still exists deep in their depths, located in an underground lair!
But those are just legends! No one truly believes those childish tales! Besides, the stories were likely created to scare off
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intrepid explorers looking to uncover the priceless Tenebrae artifacts and secrets. Perhaps there are even lost Tenebrae
technologies down there, worth more than a mine full of gold!

Come to think of it, you’d better hurry; the University has more leaks than a rotten boat and there’s no telling how many
cutthroats and treasure hunters have already heard about the doctor’s discovery. If you want the treasures within, you must make

haste before the rabble beats you to them.
As you enter the first dungeon, the giant stone gate slams shut behind you. You are met with only silence. And yet…it seems as

if the darkness is not empty.
Slowly, the sounds of claws on stone and guttural moans reach your ears…and they’re coming closer.

You fire your torch and unsheathe your blade- it appears that there’s more to the legends than you thought. A grin touches your
lips. Let them come!

FEATURES

A multiplayer adventure with a complete storyline spanning three maps: "The Forbidden Mines", "The Begrimed
Grotto", and "The Ancient Temple"

Each map contains the main quest chain in addition to a host of optional side-quests

All new magic cards! Summon the lethal Tribal Rats, the helpful Marshland Motharks, and the predatory Irenite Ants to
assist you in combat

New Tenebrae altars wait to be discovered, aiding your quest by restoring your health and mana

Over 300 newly added and enhanced items for all classes, including clothing and weaponry, from coats to armor, for
both male and female warriors

Fully upgradeable Irenite swords

Updated weapon appearances with all new looks and visual effects

Over 20 new paint pigments to color and customize your equipment, from earthy tones to bright, colorful pastels

Enemy markers have been reprogrammed and revamped to improve enemy spawning

New chests scattered randomly throughout the adventure contain mighty power crystals

Maps are packed with enemies, including bloodthirsty mercenaries, possessed cultists, freakish Irenite mutants, cursed
spirits, crafty criminals, and the deadly "Dawgs", a vile offshoot of the Varn tribe

All non-quest equipment from "Two Worlds II", "Pirates of the Flying Fortress" and "Call of the Tenebrae" is now
available randomly in shops and chests.

Monster packs have been upgraded and enhanced up to level 300 for increased difficulty, providing a stiff challenge for
even the mightiest warrior

A new musical score composed specifically for this Multiplayer adventure

Enemies now have access to all weapons, ramping up the challenge and making every area progressively more dangerous
with each replay
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Pros:
- Altera

Cons:
-

10\/10 Good Civilization. Loved every minute of this Game. Sadly the Warhammer 2 Mortal Empire version made
playing the base game unbearable because of all the QoL they did there :(. Very fun and entertaining platformer pixel
game with simplistic controls. You only have the ability to change the direction of gravity mostly but it results in very
interesting puzzles from time to time. Took me about three hours to complete, which isn't bad. It also seems to have
components of Metroidvania surprisingly, and was generally amusing to play from start to finish.

4\/5. Fun game, worth it if you get it on sale at under 3.5USD, got mine for like 3 dollars so it was worth it to me, have
yet to play the hentai version, but i definitely enjoyed the storyline. At 8.99USD its maybe a 4\/10 for a review on price
to content, anything greater than 50% off and it goes up to an 7.5-8 out of 10.

No I do not recommend this game at regular price.
Yes I recommend this game at 50% off or greater.. Sheesh, this goes back all the way to my childhood. I have played,
and finished, Dawn of Magic 1. DoM2 is exactly the same as DoM1 when it comes to playstyle, character animation,
spell\/abilities. Heck, they remade the same game and added a 2 after it.

The storyline aspect is lacking in this game. Do not play it if you are into games with a good story. This game is
however recommended to people loving high customizability and patience (especially waiting for level ups so you can
spend your scrolls).

The playability in this game on modern PCs are also smooth, as long as you don't alt+tab, because getting back into the
game has some known issues to cause a hell of a lot of FPS lag.

My review is somewhat objective as I have finished the first installment. Give it time. Try the combat, you will find
yourself mentally wrecked coming up with a good build - there are so many to choose from (my personal favourite is
one of 3 builds: Water, focus on Ice Blast, Poison, focus on plague (which is superb for AoE fights but lacking in single-
target fights due to high Global Cooldown, and finally earth magic) and blessing + fire + earth, play this as a melee
strength\/energy-stat character

Tips for new guys:

-Try out builds by making a network Free-for-all game, and play it solo. you won't be using your story character for
this.
-Stay the heck away from the spell "Infidel" unless you have high strength\/energy
-REDUCE enemy resistance, or Croud Control the heck out of them - will make your life easier. Some examples are the
"Thick Blood" spell which works fantastically with Poison.
-WATER BUBBLE! it negates Blessings\/Curses
-Dark path, Dark path, Dark path. Not only does it teleport you, it HEALS you.
-Melt is also a fantastic option to have - pair it up with any less-frequently-used spell. If your life\/ life potions are low,
just highlight that spell on your action bar - helps a ton with HP regeneration. I can understand only recommend this
game if you like the feeling of finally getting the hang of a game's fighting system only for it to arbitrarily decide that
you're being hunted and then have the entire frame rate slow to a crawl so badly that you can't react to anything that's
happening on the screen.

How is it that a 2-dimensional clone of Dark Souls runs worse than Dark Souls?
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A 2D fighting game with an all monster girl cast of playable characters and a gameplay that puts heavy emphasys on jugglying
and counters.
Even though i kinda suck at fighting games had a blast with thanks to the adorable characters and the easy to execute inputs for
the special moves.. Takes less then 5 minutes to get all the achievments ,and the story is quite short .

Overall:6/10. (For the achievments). This game is realistic and has a nice feel to it and all, but critically speaking...the control
and trick system flat out sucks. Like, I learned about this game on Instagram after communicating with some professional
snowboards in comparison to SNOW. As a result, I purchased the game thinking it would have a realistic factor like snow; but
more fluid to the game play dealing with tricks such as: spins, jibbing; flipping, and grabbing - TO WHICH IT DOES!
However, in order to perform certain tricks, you simultaneously have to use (2) joysticks on a controller; to perform everything.

Want to throw a nice backside cork 360? Guess what? Right before the jump you have to flick down (on the left joystick) and
then flick right (on the right joystick) at the right time...TO MAXIMIZE SPIN AND TWEAK ROTATION. Mind you! If you
want to throw a nice Indy or Stale Fish into your rotation, guess what? You have to incorporate some more complicated joystick
trickery - which makes zero sense IMHO.

That being said, if you want to have fun snowboarding with somewhat of an okay-realistic gaming experience, then play SNOW
- as apparently the game is developing better and better after each patch release. Like don't get me wrong! This game feels
great! But the complicated joystick incorporation forces me to tell you TO NOT BUY.

P.S. Sorry Mark Carter, Zak Hale, and Frank April...but this games mechanics is f****ed bro lol.. I've never played one of the
ATC sims before, but I was bored and purchased this one as it seemed to look the best. Albeit it's a casual game not a realistic
ATC simulator, it's really fun and I find myself playing this little gem more and more. I'll for sure recommend this game for
anyone looking for a light, quick game to play to pass the time.. On the outside, ecotone looks like a typical indie platformer.
Each level is physically disconnected from the next and there is no story exposition, no cutscenes. But once a few levels have
been played, the game shows how it truly stands out from the crowd: the mechanics can be completely different from one level
to the next. All these modifications are inspired from other platformers. Time stopping from Braid, gravity switch from
VVVVVV, size changing from Mario\/Rayman, and so on. An element that comes back a few times (albeit with different
twists) is the mind-bending ability to control two characters at the same time.

As a consequence, it is really hard to get bored while playing this game. It is short enough not to overstay its welcome (5h to
100%) and well worth its asking price. Some mechanics are so fun that I would have loved to see them stay a bit more.
However, some rare levels here and there can be really difficult and frustrating. I would not recommend this game to people that
are not platformer enthusiasts. Of course it is not as difficult as the later levels of Super Meat Boy or I Wanna Be The Guy, but
still, do not think that the cute art style does not hide some tough as nails sections. My real problem with these tough levels is
that I believe that they are made harder by the way the character handles. It is fine everywhere but in these specific levels, like
the one about jumping in between shadows (the character slides slightly too much after moving) and the final level about
jumping in between tight spaces (crouching while jumping is rather counter-intuitive, and hard to perform according to your
control scheme). The good thing is that since the mechanics and levels keep changing, anything that is not appreciated does not
bother again.

My main criticism is actually quite vain: there are no achievements :(

As this game borrows mechanics from others, it risks being hollow and have no personality on its own. Thankfully it's not the
case here, thanks to the overall art style. Unique, great, it feels both eerie and mysterious. I would enjoy to know more about this
bizarre world infested by black worms and fireflies. The music supporting the game is great, even if a tad too dramatic for
atmospheric levels.

ecotone is a love letter to the whole platformer genre, borrowing mechanics here and there to surprise the player and make each
level become a completely new experience. It is cute and pulls its own weight. I recommend it to anyone that enjoys indie
platformers.

http:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/sharedfiles\/filedetails\/?id=684909023. A small and charming game.

Pros:
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Art style is simple but consistent. Gets it's themes across.

Difficulty is moderate - not easy enough to be boring, not hard enough to ragequit.
Increases gradually, "croaktel" mode being a harder than "crowtel".

Levels are very decently made, with no off-screen or instant-kill hazards.Neutral:

Isn't a long game - 2-ish hours to complete, plus 1..3 hours to play through developer commentary and
challenges.
Neither does it cost much, though.
Also means that even the harder achievements (speedrun \/ no deaths) aren't too frustrating since you aren't
loosing hours per attempt as with many other games.Cons:

Firing requires button-mashing, with a on-screen projectile limit. This is by no means new and adds a risk-
reward scheme where you can get dangerously close to things to quickly take them out, but personally I'm
not a huge fan.
~15 minutes into "crowtel" mode you get a "charge up" attack which then becomes a preferred method of
dealing with enemies but in "croaktel" there isn't anything like that.

The game could use a setting to separately adjust sound\/music volume.
Overall the game's nice and pros outweight the cons in my opinion.. This game gave me so many hours of
fun, the level design was amazing, the way everything worked was great, and I loved how sometimes I'd
be so close to the next flag and I'd be shaking in terror as I wondering if I was going to be able to throw
myself correctly to grab onto the next rock or stick my climbing axe into the next rock. Can't believe this
game hasn't blown up, it's absolutely so much fun. I'd get sweaty, my lenses would get foggy but I just
kept going! All I'd think about would be sticking my axe into some ice, or having fun throwing myself
into the void! 10\/10 one of my favorite VR games, if not, one of my favorite games ever.. Gothic
elements mixed with intense stylized combos and a variety of methods to kill. Juggling, faceplanting, and
impaling enemies on their own weapons and body parts is addiciting and satisifying as all hell!

There's also a classic love story quickly driven to the save the princess from the demon castle filled with
devotion to cause, denial of rescue, and resurging determination.

All this bundled together with a hit of playful bad@$$-ary clashed together with punk attutide.

Swords, guns, and demonic powers are at your seemless disposal.

Oh, and did I mention you get to play as Dante, the King of won't take your s*** but you'll get to take
mine?

Also, the controls work quite well despite being ported from Console, seems they learned their lesson
from DMC3. The engine looks and sounds good. It's worth it, there's not much about the DLC that is
done really well or really bad so there's not much that can be said besides it's a fun engine to drive.. I
really enjoyed this game! I'm a huge fan of the Nancy Drew games, and I think this is one of my
favorites. The puzzles are great, the setting is cool, and the plot is creepy. It took me the most hours out
of all the games to finish. (Probably because of the sudoku!) If you want a challenging and spooky Nancy
Drew game, go for this one!
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